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Change is good

A

famous Greek philosopher once said, “Change is the only
constant in life.” In the motorcycle industry that saying
definitely holds true and one look at the bikes reviewed in
this issue confirms this. Whether it is the styling and performance
of Ducati’s Diavel 1260 S, the fact that Kawasaki can include ABS on
a motorcycle that retails for less than $6,000 or the ability to adjust
fuel mapping and ignition timing on the Yamaha WR450F with your
smartphone, the industry is evolving right in front of us.
Another thing that is changing is the types of motorcycles that
are being ridden. Spending time with IM readers at motorcycle
shows and other events, more and more we are hearing about the
dual-sport and off-road motorcycles that are now sharing space
with street bikes in your garages. This trend is echoed in statistics
published by the Motorcycle and Moped Industry Council (MMIC),
which indicate that retail sales volumes of street motorcycles in the
first quarter of 2019 once again fell compared to a year ago, while
sales of dual-sport and off-road motorcycles grew.
In addition to removing the risks associated with riding on the
street, off-road is an activity that every family member can take part
in, whether they are old enough to have a driver’s licence or not.
Add in the fact that we live in a country where less than 40 percent
of the roads are paved and the attraction of adding a motorcycle
with off-road capabilities makes perfect sense.
With so many of our readers now riding both on- and off-road,
the publisher and editorial teams at Inside Motorcycles and MX and
Off-Road decided that it made sense for us to follow suit and make
some changes of our own. Starting with this issue, MX and Off-Road
will be amalgamating into Inside Motorcycles to provide a more complete and timely look at the motorcycle industry as a whole.
What does this mean for our readers? In addition to all of the
content that you have come to expect from IM, you will also see
additional features and columns dedicated to off-road activities.
In this regard, Mark Dzikowski, long-time contributor and test rider
for both Inside Motorcycles and MX and Off-Road, will be joining the
team as a regular columnist and our off-road editor. Mark’s passion
for everything on two-wheels and his experience competing here
at home and as a member of Team Canada at two International Six
Days Enduro competitions will be a great addition to an already
outstanding group of columnists.
New features, such as Suzanne Pelletier’s look in this issue at goal
setting for the upcoming season will provide content that is relevant
to everyone whether you ride on asphalt or dirt. In the coming
months we will introduce you to other contributors such as Shelby
Turner and Lee Martin, both of whom are among the top off-road
riders in North America.
All of us at Inside Motorcycles are sincerely excited about the
potential of this expanded content and our expanded family of readers. We look forward to continuing to be a part of your two-wheeled
adventures. IM
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